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Abstract
A two-stage model is proposed for investigating remodelling characteristics in bone
over time and distance to the growth plate. The first stage comprises a partial differ-
ential equation (PDE) for bone density as a function of time and distance from the
growth plate. This stage clarifies the contributions to changes in bone density due to
remodelling and growth processes and tracks the rate at which new bone emanates
from the growth plate. The second stage consists of simulating the remodelling pro-
cess to determine remodelling characteristics. Implementing the second stage requires
the rate at which bone moves away from the growth plate computed during the first
stage. The second stage is also needed to confirm that remodelling characteristics
predicted by the first stage may be explained by a realistic model for remodelling
and to compute activation frequency. The model is demonstrated on microCT scans
of tibia of juvenile female rats in three experimental groups: sham-operated control,
oestrogen deprived, and oestrogen deprived followed by treatment. Model predictions
for changes in bone density and remodelling characteristics agree with the literature.
In addition, the model provides new insight into the role of treatment on the density
of new bone emanating from the growth plate and provides quantitative descriptions
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of changes in remodelling characteristics beyond what has been possible to ascertain
by experimentation alone.

Keywords Cancellous bone · Remodelling · Mathematical model · Resorption
volume · Formation fraction · Activation frequency

1 Introduction

Bone undergoes constant renewal to replace old and damaged bone and to compensate
for changes in loading due to age, injury or change in lifestyle. The main mechanism
for this change is remodelling. Remodelling takes place locally at individual sites
called basic multicellular units (BMU). A highly simplified picture of remodelling is
that cells called osteoclasts remove a small amount of bone during a resorption phase
and cells called osteoblasts replace bone during the formation phase. The net loss or
gain of bone is determined by the amount of bone removed (resorption volume) and
the fraction of the resorption volume replaced during formation (formation fraction).
The full picture is much more complicated and has been studied extensively. A review
of remodelling presenting resorption and formation as coordinated processes instead
of separate events appears in Lerner et al. (2019). A recent and comprehensive picture
of remodelling viewed as a consequence of a global network of cellular signalling may
be found in Bolamperti et al. (2022). Mathematical modelling has played a signifi-
cant role in understanding remodelling and its consequences. Although a multi-scale
understanding, ranging from sub-cellular to full organ, is the eventual goal, model
objectives may be viewed as falling into three categories: models to explain the bio-
chemical and cellular interplay at the level of individual BMU; models at the local
tissue level; and models at the whole organ level to link understanding of bone loss
and remodelling to clinical practice in the form of prosthetic design or planning of
care. Some details are provided in the subsequent subsections.

The spatio-temporal changes in bone are further complicated during growth. New
bone emerges from the growth plate and moves along the axis of the bone away from
the growth plate. Thus at any one location and point in time both the emergence of
new bone and remodelling contribute to the dynamics.

1.1 Models within BMU

In 2003, Komarova et al. presented an ordinary differential equation model for total
bone mass at a remodelling site as governed by coupled osteoblast and osteoclast cell
populations.Cell production is regulated by autocrine and paracrine interactions, based
on known effects of cell signalling factors including receptor activator of nuclear κB
(RANKL), transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), insulin-like growth factors (IGF),
and osteoprogeterin (OPG). For simplicity, bone removal was modelled as propor-
tional to the respective cell populations, though some of the above signalling factors,
includingRANKLand IGF, are known to promote cell survival (Komarova et al. 2003).
Other factors promoting osteoclast and oseoblast survival such as receptor activator
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of nuclear κB ligand (RANKL) were not specifically included. In the next year, a
model was proposed by Lemaire et al. (2004) which included RANKL and OPG
explicitly, the latter being highly expressed in osteoblasts. A subsequent extension
of the Komarova model included a term for anabolic treatment, parathyroid hormone
(PTH). Duration-dependent PTH treatment was introduced to the system through the
osteoblast derived regulation on osteoclast cells (Komarova 2005). The same group
produced a model focussing on the dynamics of osteoclast lifecycles (Akchurin et al.
2008) and in 2009produced a spatial-temporalmodel for individual remodelling events
based on nonlinear PDE (Ryser et al. 2009). Van Oers et al. (2008) published a model
used to demonstrate how strain induces the process of remodelling and explain the
mechanism of repairing micro-damage in bone.

Also in 2008, Pivonka et al. proposed an extension of the model by Lemaire et al.
(2004) to include the rates at which key process in the BMU occur and to allow
for more detail regarding the expression of RANKL and OPG (Pivonka et al. 2008).
Work was also reported on modelling the action of osteoclasts in producing the phys-
ical shape of resorption cavities (Buenzli et al. 2012). The same group produced a
comprehensive PDE model for cell development and the refilling process spatially
along the axis of the remodelling cavity which was able to replicate patterns of bone
tissue apposition observed experimentally (Buenzli et al. 2014). In 2020, Ayati et al.
used the Komarova model (Komarova et al. 2003) and a perturbed version of this
model to compare remodelling in normal situations with remodelling in the presence
of myeloma (Ayati et al. 2010). This work was extended by Peyroteo at al. (2020) to
include a 2-dimensional diffusion model for remodelling. The model thus incorpo-
rated the spatial distribution of cells in the BMU, albeit in 2 dimensions, whereas the
previous models either considered only time or the spatial direction along the axis of
the BMU.

Hernandez et al. (2001) modelled the interplay between duration of the various
stages of individual remodelling events, bone volume and the rate at which new remod-
elling events are initiated. The model did not include the biochemical basis for cellular
dynamics as did the studies mentioned above and the model did not address the shape
of remodelling cavities or the consequences regarding changes in structure.

1.2 Whole OrganModels

Nackenhorst used finite elements (FE) to compute stress in natural femurs and femurs
with virtual prosthetics in 1997 (Nackenhorst 1997). By assuming that remodelling
would target the regions of stress identified by the FEmodel, the study predicted shapes
and dimensions for improving prosthetic design. No details of the remodelling charac-
teristics or processeswithin theBMUwere incorporated in themodel.A3-dimensional
FEmodel of the femur, coupled with a thermodynamic model for remodelling to study
long termconsequences of hip replacements,was published in 2014 (Avval et al. 2015).
Lerebours et al. (2016) presented a model linking mechanical and biological aspects
of bone remodelling to study bone consequent to osteoporosis and mechanical disuse.
This multi-scale model considers the biochemical and cellular interactions follow-
ing (Pivonka et al. 2008) at a scale of 10–20µm, the impact of remodelling on tissue
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properties at a scale of 2–5cm and stress at the scale of the entire bone (5–45cm). The
modelling of stress used generalised beam theory andmicromechanics (Hellmich et al.
2008; Scheiner et al. 2013). More recently (2022) (Quexada et al. 2022) published a
comprehensivemodel linking cell dynamics adapted fromKomarova et al. (2003) with
the mechanics model of Nackenhorst (1997). This model was able to produce realistic
trabecular structure for bone at equilibrium between resorption and formation (normal
bone) and in bone where remodelling dynamics mimic osteoporosis.

1.3 Local Tissue Structure and Remodelling

Modelling studies aimed at improving care or the design of prosthetics naturally focus
on targeted remodelling, remodelling initiated to repair damage or compensate for
changes in loading. In addition to targeted remodelling, non-targeted remodelling
takes place constantly in healthy as well as diseased bone. Remodelling results in
a temporary reduction of bone volume as a result of resorption which is eventually
restored by formation (Seeman and Martin 2019). However, the balance between
resorption and formation as well as the activation frequency (defined as the average
number of new remodelling events initiated at a specific site per unit time Parfitt et al.
1987) are influenced by disease and ageing and can lead to bone loss.

Ageing is associated with increases in the number of remodelling per unit time
(increased activation frequency), increases in the sizes of resorption cavities and
decreases in formation volume so that, at the tissue level, ageing results in bone
loss (Vedi et al. 1983; Han et al. 1997; Seeman and Martin 2019. In animal studies,
bone loss is often induced in female animals by ovariectomy resulting in oestrogen
deprivation. The effects on remodelling are similar to that of ageing (Yoon et al. 2012).

During growth, the local structure of bone is also influenced by the emergence of
new bone from the growth plate also known as the physis or epiphyseal plate. In this
case, changes in bone density at a fixed distance from the growth plate reflect both
new bone and remodelling. This is important in interpreting studies based on young
animals and should be taken into accountwhen applying results from studies on human
bone from elderly donors to children.

Studies on characterising resorption cavity volumes, formation volumes, activation
frequencies and related remodelling characteristics are difficult to perform. Goff et al.
(2012) characterised size and shape of resorption cavities in human trabecular bone in
2012. The data comprised micro-computed tomography (μCT) scans of vertebral can-
cellous bone from four elderly donors (47–80years of age). Resorption cavities were
detected and measured manually by noting eroded surface profiles in individual cross
sections. Three-dimensional rendering was used to obtain a visual image of the cavity.
The observer traced the surface of the cavity using a software tool. Local trabecular
morphology was then traced manually to obtain local structure and orientation infor-
mation relative to the resorption cavity. Matheny et al. (2013) studied resorption cavity
size in lumbar vertebrae of adult female rats. Labelling with luminescent metabolic
labels for bone formation was used to facilitate identification of newly formed bone.
Three dimensional measures of resorption cavities were obtained bymanual tracing of
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eroded regions found visually in cross sections. Manual tracing of resorption cavities
is labour intensive and so only 8–32 resorption cavities were identified per specimen.

1.4 Scope of the Study

Here a two-stage model is introduced for studying remodelling at the tissue level.
Neither the biochemical mechanisms for remodelling are considered nor are the large
scale consequences at the whole organ level are considered. Instead the models con-
sider the combined effect of remodelling and the emergence of new bone from the
growth plate at the tissue level.

The first stage comprises a partial differential equation (PDE) for the density of
bone over time and distance from the growth plate. Solutions to the PDE provide
the rate at which new bone moves away from the growth plate allowing locations of
remodelling to be tracked over time. This stage also provides information about the
average bone loss per unit time due to remodelling. However, this model does not
provide information on whether the observed bone density patterns are achievable by
realistic remodelling parameters. Should this not be the case, then phenomena other
than growth and remodelling must play a significant role in driving bone density. The
second stage determines remodelling parameters which best explain bone structure
changes due to remodelling and demonstrates that, indeed, growth and remodelling
suffice to explain the observed densities patterns.

In the second stage, an algorithm for simulating remodelling is applied to a μCT
reconstruction of a sample of bone at an initial time t1. The structure of the sample
after simulated remodelling is compared to the structure of the actual sample at a
later time t2. The discrepancy between the simulated structure and the actual structure
indicates the quality of the simulation. Since the actual bone sample moves away from
the growth plate over the time interval [t1, t2], the rate at which this happens is needed
to extract the the sample at time t2 from the correct location. This rate is provided
by the first stage of the model along with other parameters needed to align data at
different time points. Details regarding the data samples and time points are provided
in Sect. 2.1.

The model requires only μCT data at multiple time points. The method does not
require the use of metabolic labels, manual detection or tracing of resorption cavities
or formation volumes in μCT cross sections as was performed in Goff et al. (2012)
andMatheny et al. (2013). Statistics regarding resorption cavity size and depth, forma-
tion fractions and activation frequencies are based on tens of thousands of remodelling
events instead of a few dozen.

The objectives of this work are to:

1. Introduce a non-invasive method for studying tissue level consequences of growth
and remodelling in trabecular bone through modelling.

2. Explain the spatio-temporal changes in trabecular bone density in various experi-
mental conditions. Here, and throughout, bone density will refer to the amount of
bone per unit tissue volume, denoted as BV/TV in the bone literature, as opposed
to the mineral density. This objective will be stated more explicitly in Sect. 2.1 once
the data and context of the study have been presented in more detail.
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3. Determine, non-invasively, characteristics of individual remodelling events includ-
ing resorption volume, resorption cavity depth, formation fraction and, at the tissue
level, activation frequency.

Both models are calibrated by viewing the task of determining model parameters
as an inverse problem. Thus the models are run with many combinations of candidate
model parameters within a scheme for minimising the error between model results
and observed data.

Details of the model are explained in the context of data from three experimen-
tal groups of growing female rats: (1) a control group, (2) rats having undergone
ovariectomy and (3) rats having undergone ovariectomy and subsequent treatment
with Zoledronic acid, a bishphosphonate. The data used here were obtained in the
course of a previous study Fazzalari et al. (2012) but are briefly described in Sect. 2.1.
ThePDEmodel for bone density is introduced in Sect. 2.2 and an algorithm for simulat-
ing tissue level consequences of remodelling events is introduced in Sect. 2.3. Results
of implementing the models appear in Sect. 3 followed by a discussion in Sect. 4.

2 Model Details and Implementation

Although the models apply generally, details of implementation are specific to a par-
ticular setting. Here the models are introduced in the context of a study to explain,
non-invasively, the patterns of changes in bone density resulting from growth and
remodelling and determine the characteristics of remodelling in cancellous bone in
the tibias of growing female rats.

All computations were performed using code written by the authors in Matlab.

2.1 Data

The data used in this studywere collected in the course of previous work and have been
described in detail (Fazzalari et al. 2012; Perilli et al. 2010). Briefly, 30 juvenile female
Sprague-Dawley rats aged eight weeks were randomly assigned to three experimental
groups of 10 rats each. On day zero, the first group (Sham group) underwent sham
ovariectomies (ovaries exposed but not removed), the second group (OVX group)
underwent ovariectomyand the third group (OVX+Zol group) underwent ovariectomy
but started treatment with Zoledronic acid on day 14 with weekly treatment up to day
77. In vivo μCT scans of the right tibia were performed on each rat at days 0, 14,
28, 56 and 84. Cubic voxels in the 3-dimensional reconstructions were of side length
8.7025µm. Three rats died in the course of the study and data were corrupted in one
additional rat leaving complete data available for 10 Sham rats, 7 OVX rats and 9
OVX+Zol rats. For the current study, a rectangular data block of trabecular bone of
size 121× 121× 400 voxels (about 1mm × 1mm × 3.5mm) was virtually extracted
from each μCT scan (Supplementary material). Each data block was located within
the trabecular region from about 1.2 to 4.7mm from the growth plate (Fig. 1). An
example of an actual 3D μ-CT data block appears in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1 A sketch of the proximal end of a tibia showing the growth plate and the approximate location and
size of the data block (yellow box) used in the study. The rats in the study were growing and so new bone
emerging from the growth plate was moving away from the growth plate to the right. The two blue boxes
within the yellow data block are data sub-blocks used to run remodelling simulations (Sect. 2.3). At time
t1, the sub-block is close to the left end of the data block but moves a distance �x = v(t2 − t1) to a new
position at time t2. Here v is the rate at which new bone moves away from the growth plate. The sketch
shows a 2D cross section, the data for this study was 3D (Color figure online)

For each rat and each time point t = t�, the projection of the 2-dimensional slice of
the data block perpendicular to the axis of the bone at position x onto the axis of the
bone was used to generate T (x, t�), the true density of the data block as a function of
x (Fig. 2).

Plots of T (x, t�) as functions of x for fixed t∗ were consistent within experimental
groups but distinct between groups. An example of T (x, t�) for one rat from each
experimental group at all five time points appears in Fig. 2. For the Sham rat, the
density plots at the five different times overlay each other. The density is higher near
the growth plate (left side of the figure) but this stays fixed over time. This suggests
that the combined dynamics of bone growth and remodelling is stable: new bone
emerging from the growth plate exactly matches the loss due to remodelling. For the
OVX rat, the plots are qualitatively the same at every time point but are generally lower
at successive time points. This system is not stable. New bone from the growth plate
does not entirely replenish bone loss due to remodelling. The OVX+Zol rat follows
the OVX regime during the first 14 days and so the plots for day 0 and day 14 are
similar to the corresponding plots for OVX rats. However, starting at day 28 a vast
increase in density is seen at the left end (near x = 1.2) of the window. This region
of higher density moves to the right over time. Once this density front passes a point
x on the horizontal axis, the curves once again overlay each other: the data plots for
days 56 and 84 approximately coincide for x ∈ [1.2, 2.7] the data plots for days 28,
56 and 84 roughly coincide for x ∈ [1.2, 1.5]. This indicates that, after treatment, a
new equilibrium has been established.

Study objective 2 listed in Sect. 1.4 may now be stated more specifically as that of
explaining the patterns of bone density over space and time for the three experimental
groups in Fig. 2 quantitatively and, furthermore, to decide if growth and remodelling
suffice to capture the essence of these patterns.
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Fig. 2 Data block and density plots. The top panel shows an example of a 3D data block from a μCT
reconstruction of the region of a tibia indicated by the 2D sketch in Fig. 1. This example is from an OVX
rat at day 14. The density of the trabecular bone is higher near the growth plate (near x = 1.2) than farther
from the growth plate (near x = 4.7). Each of the three lower panels show plots of density, T (x, t j ), as a
function of x for a single rat selected from the indicated group at the five time points ti = 0, 14, 28, 56, 84
(days). The horizontal axis is x , the distance from the growth plate, and matches the axis shown in the top
panel in this figure and the x-axis in Fig. 1

2.2 PDEModel for Bone Density

Bone density will be denoted as B(x, t) where x is the distance from the growth plate
along the axis of the bone (Fig. 1) and t is time. At time t + �t the bone at position
x is has moved a distance �x = v�t from the location at time t , where v is the rate
at which bone moves away from the growth plate. During this time interval, the bone
has also undergone remodelling. Hence

B(x, t + �t) = B(x − v�t, t) − S(t)B(x − v�t, t)�t, (1)

where S(t) is the rate of bone density loss due to remodelling. Writing (1) as a differ-
ence quotient and letting �t → 0 results in the first-order linear PDE

Bt + vBx = −SB. (2)

To this point, the model is general. In the particular setting considered here, t is in
days and x is in mm.

The model for the function S and the boundary conditions are specific to the appli-
cation. Here, without further information available, S was modelled as piecewise
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constant with possible jumps at the time of ovariectomy and at the time of the start of
treatment. Instantaneous jumps are not realistic biologically and preliminary inspec-
tion of the data confirmed gradual changes should be modelled. Accordingly, the rate
of bone loss due to remodelling was modelled as

S(t) = 1

2
(S1 + S3) + 1

2
(S2 − S1) tanh(λ1(t − J1))

+ 1

2
(S3 − S2) tanh(λ2(t − J2)), (3)

where Si , i = 1, 2, 3 are the constant rates of bone loss due to remodelling for the
three treatment regimes: pre-ovariectomy, post ovariectomy but prior to treatment and
post initiation of treatment, respectively. Here J1 and J2 are the times of ovariectomy
and initiation of treatment respectively. Nominally, J1 = 0 and J2 = 14 (days) but
these were left as parameters to be determined to account for any variation in times of
day when ovariectomy or treatment was administered (exact times were not available)
and any further natural metabolic delays. Parameters λ1 and λ2 reflect the speed at
which the consequences of ovariectomy and treatment take effect and these were also
treated as unknown.

The boundary condition was set at the location of the growth plate even though this
lies about 1.2mm to the left of the data window (Figs. 1 and 2). The density of bone
emerging at the growth plate as a function of time, denoted D(t), was also modelled as
piecewise constant but preliminary investigation showed no difference in this density
between Sham and OVX regimes and so a jump was only modelled for the initiation
of treatment. Again allowance was made for the exact time of treatment and the speed
at which treatment takes effect. Hence the boundary condition at the growth plate was
set as B(0, t) = D(t), where

D(t) = 1

2
(D2 + D1) + 1

2
(D2 − D1) tanh(η(t − K )). (4)

Here D1 and D2 are the constant densities of bone emerging from the growth plate
before and after initiation of treatment respectively. The delay K could be different
from J2 but these two parameters were set equal for convenience.

The objective was to learn the model parameters from the data. For every rat at each
of the five time points for which μCT scans were available (days 0, 14, 28, 56, 84)
there are nominally 12 model parameters: the eleven parameters already introduced v,
S1, S2, S3, λ1, λ2, J1, J2, D1, D2, η (recall K was set equal to J2) plus a shift w along
the axis of the bone included in the solution as B(x − w, t). The shift parameter was
needed to compensate for ambiguity in establishing the zero point where new bone
emerges from the growth plate. The growth plate is not a rigid plane perpendicular to
the axis of the bone (Fig. 1) which itself is not entirely straight either. Also, the growth
plate is not infinitely thin. Instead, the view was taken that x = 0 should represent
some effective location where new bone forms. Only the seven parameters v, S1, S2,
λ1, J1, D1, w are needed for OVX rats since there is no change of condition due to
initiation of treatment and only the four parameters v, S1, D1 and w play a role in
Sham rats.
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The error between the true bone density, T (x, t�), and the modelled bone density,
B(x, t�) at a fixed time t� was computed as

E =
400∑

i=1

| T (xi , t
�) − B(xi , t

�) |, (5)

where xi = 1.2 + (i − 1)δ and δ = 0.0087025mm. Here δ is voxel side length in the
μCT reconstruction. The spacing in x was determined by the resolution of the data
(Figs. 1 and 2).

Values of themodel parameters were found byminimising E over themodel param-
eters. All model parameters were viewed as fixed over all time points for a specific
rat except the shift parameter w which was allowed to vary between time points since
exact consistency of the location of the data block with respect to the growth plate
could not be guaranteed from one μCT scan to the next due to small variations in
positioning at image acquisition. The process of minimising E was hindered by the
presence of numerous local minima, due, in part, to noise in the data.

To circumvent this difficulty, a ‘guided exhaustive search’ strategy was used as
follows. For each parameter, a number of allowable values was set according infor-
mation from the literature or by inspection of the data. For example, the densities D1
and D2 were initially restricted to the values {.4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9}. Values for J1, J2
and K were initially fixed at 0, 14 and 14 (days) respectively since these reflect the
known time of treatment. The model error was computed for all combinations of the
allowable parameter values and the combination of parameter values with the smallest
error was adopted as the current set of optimal parameter values. For the second stage,
a new set of allowable values was constructed centred on the optimal set previously
found but with a narrower range determined by the range of values found in initial
stage and guided by visual inspection of model fits. This second criterion was neces-
sary since local minima corresponding to poor model fits are possible due to noise.
For D1 the new set of allowable values was {.400, .475, .550, .625, .700} while for
D2 the new values were {.85, .90, .95}. The new allowable values were {0, 1} for J1
and {14, 15} for J2 and K . In all, the model was run with approximately 1.2 × 108

different combinations of parameter values for each individual rat.
This method for determining parameter values is generally not practical (and thus

not popular) if there are very many parameters, if high precision is needed or if
the forward model is time consuming to compute. In this case though, the num-
ber of parameters was reasonable, high resolution was not required and the forward
model was very quick to compute because a closed form solution was available
(“Appendix A”). The advantage was that data noise was less of an impediment.

2.3 Simulation of Remodelling

Running a simulation required extracting two sub-blocks from each data block (Fig. 1):
an initial sub-block on which to perform the remodelling simulations and a final sub-
block for evaluating the results. Sub-blockswere of size 1.04mm×1.04mm×0.87mm
(120×120×100 voxels). The initial sub-block was extracted from data block at time
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Table 1 Numbers of sub-block pairs according to regime and distance from the growth plate (proximal or
distal)

Time Proximal Distal Tot
0–14 28–56 56–84 Tot 0–14 28–56 56–84 Tot

Sham 10 10 – 20 7 9 – 16 36

OVX 16 7 – 23 16 5 – 21 44

OVX+Zol – 9 9 18 – 5 7 12 30

In the second line, a–b refers to the time points (days) from which the initial sub-block was taken, a, and
the time of the second sub-block, b

t = t1 at a distance x1 from the growth plate and the associated final sub-block was
extracted from the data block at time t = t2 at a distance x2 = x1 + v(t2 − tt ) where
v is the rate at which bone moves away from the growth plate (Fig. 1). Thus the final
sub-block comprised the same patch of bone as the initial sub-block at a later time.
Simulations of individual remodelling events were performed on the initial sub-block
until the bone density matched that of the final sub-block.

Initial and final sub-block pairs were assigned to regime groups rather than experi-
mental groups because rats in the OVX+Zol group were under the OVX regime until
treatment started at day 14. Nominally, two sub-block pairs were extracted from each
data block, the proximal pair closer to the growth plate (x1 ≈ 1.6mm) and the distal
pair farther from the growth plate (x1 ≈ 2.5mm). Initial sub-blocks and final sub-
blocks were taken from day 0 and day 14 respectively, from day 28 and 56 or from day
56 and day 84. For rats in the OVX treatment group, bone density was so low after day
56 that running simulations and measuring structure attributes was not feasible. Hence
for OVX rats and, for consistency Sham rats, only sub-block pairs with initial sub-
blocks from days 0 and 28 were used. For the OVX+Zol rats, this restriction severely
limited the number of sub-block pairs because the pairs with initial sub-blocks from
day 0 were allocated to the OVX regime. In addition, for all groups, some sub-block
pairs could not be used because of insufficient bone density, particularly in distal pairs.
Altogether, 36 sub-block pairs were extracted under the Sham regime, 44 under the
OVX regime and 30 under the OVX+Zol regime (Table 1).

2.3.1 Simulating Individual Events

To simulate a single remodelling event, a location p on the surface of the bone was
selected at random. Next, the local orientation of the bone was defined by listing the
coordinates of all the bone voxels within a radius r of p. The principal component
of this set of coordinates was taken to be the major axis of an ellipsoid with major
axis half length r and both minor axes of half lengths r/3. The bone voxels within
this ellipsoid lying within h voxels of the surface of the bone were removed to form
the preliminary resorption cavity. By this criterion, the resulting resorption cavity
may comprise several disjoint sets of voxels which seemed unlikely from a biological
perspective. Accordingly, only the largest connected component was taken as the final
resorption cavity. If the local bone surface constitutes a plane, the resorption cavity
thus formed has an elliptic footprint with major and minor axis half lengths r and
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Fig. 3 Examples of simulated remodelling events. Top row: original bone surface; middle row: after resorp-
tion; bottom row: after formation. The first two columns are toy examples and the second two columns are
taken from μCT scans of rat tibia used in this study. The real examples are cubes of side length 182.7µm.
Voxels comprising the newly exposed resorbed surface are displayed as green and the newly formed bone
voxels are red for illustration purposes. In the toy examples, formation fraction is set to α = 0.8. For the
real examples, α = 1. In the second real example, the viewing angle of the sample is such that most of the
green surface is hidden. This angle was chosen to show that a portion of bone became disconnected during
the resorption stage and, true to biological reality, was not reconnected during formation even though α = 1

r/3 and of depth h (Fig. 3, column 1). Thus, for small h, the resorption volume is
R ≈ πr2h/3. On real bone surfaces, the cavity follows the local topography of the
bone (Fig. 3, columns 3 and 4) and the actual resorption volumes vary considerably
(Table 3) even with the same input values r and h. The same is true for the formation
fraction, α. This issue will be discussed further in Sect. 3.2.

The voxel within the resorption cavity farthest from p was assigned as the point
where formation was initiated. From here, voxels within the resorption cavity were
sequentially included as newly formed bone according to proximity to the point where
formationwas initiated, subject to the criterion of giving priority to voxels closest to the
surface of the resorption cavity (not the original surface of the bone). A key feature of
this processes is that the resulting formation algorithm has no memory of the original
surface of the bone. If structures become disconnected from the local bone during
resorption, they are not necessarily reconnected during formation (Fig. 3, column 4).
Formation continued until a pre-assigned volume of formation, αR, was reached. Here
R is the target resorption cavity volume R = πr2 h/3 and α is the formation fraction.

For each of the 110 sub-block pairs (Table 1), 72 simulations were run with param-
eter values in the ranges

r ∈ [43.5, 87.0] (mm), h ∈ [8.7, 26.1] (mm), α ∈ [0.6, 0.9].
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The ranges for the parameters were guided by existing estimates (Matheny et al. 2013)
and the values of h were further restricted by the resolution of the μCT data. Setting
α ≥ 1 resulted in unrealistic numbers of remodelling events and so was not pursued.

2.3.2 Comparing Bone Structure

In order to determine the most realistic simulation parameters, the results of each of
the 72 simulations run on the initial sub-block of a sub-block pair was compared to
the final sub-block of the pair. Comparisons were based on structure attributes of the
bone. Historically, measures of bone structure were based on histomorphometry and
include trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular separation (Tb.Sp), trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), bone surface (BS), bone surface per unit tissue volume (BS/TV), bone surface
per unit volume of bone (BS/BV) (Parfitt et al. 1987), trabecular bone pattern factor
(TBPF) (Hahn et al. 1992), structural model index (SMI) (Hildebrand and Rüegseg-
ger 1997), connectivity density (Conn.D) (Odgaard and Gundersen 1993) and Euler’s
number (EUL) (Gundersen et al. 1993). More recently, measures have been sug-
gested based directly on 3-dimensional data. These include fitting ellipsoids to local
structure (Gontar et al. 2018; Doube 2015) and directly measuring local branching
characteristics (Asiri et al. 2020).

The criterion for inclusion of structure attributes in this study was that the values
should consistently distinguish between the structure of the initial and final sub-blocks
of sub-block pairs. Based on previous work (Gontar et al. 2018; Asiri et al. 2020)
and some preliminary tests, eight attributes were selected: BS, BS/BV, TBPF, SMI,
EUL, ConnD, AveBR and StdBR. Here AveBR and StdBR are the mean and standard
deviation of the number of branches per unit volume of bone. Branching characteristics
depend on measuring the number of intersections of the bone structure with a sphere
of radius ρ centred at a point of interest. Asiri et al. (2020) a branching profile was
obtained by considering several different radii at each point. Here, preliminary runs
showed that using more than one value of the radius did not increase performance
and so only means and standard deviations of branching at radius ρ = 43.5mm were
used. For each sub-block, 5000 sites within the bone were selected randomly with
replacement formeasuring branching. To remove bias due to numerical range, attribute
values were normalised by subtracting themean and dividing by the standard deviation
computed over all initial and actual final sub-blocks (n = 220). Structure attributes
for sub-blocks after simulation of remodelling were not included in computing these
statistics.

The objective was to determine separate remodelling characteristics for the three
regimes Sham, OVX, OVX+Zol and also to compare proximal and distal regions.
Thus there were six sets of sub-block pairs, denoted here by � j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
The number of sub-block pairs within the set � j , denoted by N j , varied according
the treatment group and whether the set comprised proximal or distal sub-block pairs
(Table 1). For a fixed combination of r , h, α, the error according to attribute A over
all sub-block pairs in set � j was computed as

Er ,h,α(� j , A) = 1

N j

N j∑

i=1

| A(Simi ) − A(Fini ) |, (6)
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Table 2 Density of new bone and rates at which new bone moves away from the growth plate

Sham n = 10 OVX n = 7 OVX+Zol n = 9

D1 0.565 ± 0.041 0.579 ± 0.067 0.539 ± 0.082

D2 – – 0.900 ± 0.056

v (mm/day) 0.027 ± 0.005 0.028 ± 0.009 0.025 ± 0.005

Entries are mean ± SD. D1 is the density before treatment and D2 is the density after treatment. The rate
v is in mm/day

where A(Simi) is the value of attribute A for the initial sub-block after simulated
remodelling, A(Fini) is the value of attribute A on the final (true) sub-block of sub-
block pair i . For each set� and each attribute A, the set optimal simulation parameters
rop(�, A), hop(�, A), αop(�, A) was the combination or r , h and α yielding the
lowest value of Er ,h,α . The final set of optimal simulation input parameters for �

was taken to be the mean over the optimal values for each attribute. Thus rop(�) =
1
8

∑8
j=1 rop(�, A j ) and similarly for hop(�) and αop(�).

In evaluating the error, the structure attributesweremeasured only in an inner region
of each sub-block so as not to include a margin of about 0.1mmwithin the faces of the
sub-block. This was necessary because the simulation of a single remodelling event
required extracting a cube of size 2r +1×2r +1×2r +1 voxels centred at the target
voxel. Hence all remodelling simulations were centred at a distance at least r + 1
voxels from the edge of the sub-block. Although voxels within the margin might be
involved in simulated remodelling events, they were not exposed to the full range of
remodelling effects.

3 Results

The PDE model for bone density and the simulation model for remodelling are not
entirely independent as further explained in Sect. 4 but the results of implementing the
models are considered separately for convenience.

3.1 PDEModel Results

The fits between the results of the PDE model and the observed data (Fig. 4) give
confidence that the model captures the main patterns of bone density due to new bone
emerging from the growth plate and remodelling.

Fitting the PDE model for bone density to the data involved finding values for 11
model parameters for OVX+Zol, six for OVX rats and three for Sham rats plus five
shifts, one for each time point, for each rat in each experimental group. Values for all
parameter resulting in the best fits appear in Appendix A. The focus here is on the
density of new bone emerging from the growth plate before treatment (D1) and after
treatment (D2) and v, the rate at which new bone moves away from the growth plate
(Table 2).
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There was no evidence of significant differences in D1 between the three groups but
there was a 67 percent increase between D1 and D2 for the OVX+Zol group. There
was no significant difference in v between the three experimental groups (Table 2).
Thus neither ovariectomy nor treatment with Zoldronic acid seems to influence the
rate at which new bone moves away from the growth plate. Hansson et al. (1972)
reported values for the rate of length increase of the proximal tibia in female rats at
ages ranging from 20 days to 100 days. At the onset of our study, rats were 56 days old
and 140 days at the end of the study. According to Hansson et al, the rate at 56 days is
0.161mm/day and, using a best fit exponential to extrapolate the results by Hansson,
the rate at 140days is 0.016mm/day. Hence the rate found here, v ≈ 0.027mm/day
falls within the range suggested by Hansson.

The values for D1 are consistent between experimental groups and the standard
deviations are small compared to the difference between the mean values for D1 and
D2 (Table 2). A similar pattern holds for S1, S2, S3 (Table 8). The values for v are
consistent between the experimental groups and the standard deviations are small.
These patterns indicate that the models depend critically on the parameters and hence
that parameter values leading to good fits are well determined.

3.2 Simulation Results

The simulation input parameters r , α and h are not of primary interest. These param-
eters were used as input values to the simulation algorithm to guide target resorption
volumes, formation fractions and depths. Due to the complex topography of real tra-
beculae (Fig. 3), actual values for these parameters realised in applying the algorithm
varied substantially from the input simulation parameters. The measured parameter
values are the ones of interest since they describe the changes in bone needed to mimic
actual remodelling. To distinguish between the input simulation parameters r , α and
h and the actual parameters realised in the course of the simulations, the latter are
denoted RV for resorption volume, FF for formation fraction and CD for cavity depth.

Simulations were run with various combinations of input parameters as described
in Sect. 2.3.1. For the simulation run resulting in the best match between the resulting
simulated trabecular structure and the actual trabecular structure, themeasured remod-
elling parameters RV, FF and CDwere recorded for each individual remodelling event.
In the course of running a single simulation event, other remodelling parameters may
be extracted. In this study the surface area, SA, defined as the surface area of bone
removed during the resorption phase of an individual remodelling event, was also
recorded.

There were significant (p < 0.0001) differences in resorption volume between
regime groups. There was a 22.5 percent increase in resorption volume under the
pooled OVX regime compared to the pooled Sham regime which, subsequent to treat-
ment, reduced back down to about 7.5 percent above the Sham regime (Table 3). There
was a 2.0 percent decrease in resorption volume between proximal and distal loca-
tions under the Sham regime (Table 3) which is statistically significant (p < 0.0001).
This difference is probably of no practical significance since it is small compared
to the standard deviations which are around 12.5 percent. The statistical significance
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Table 3 Means and standard
deviations (SD) of measured
resorption volumes (RV)
×104 µm3, resorption surface
areas (SA) ×103 µm2 and
formation fractions (FF)
computed over a total of n
individual simulated
remodelling events over all
sub-blocks

n RV SA FF

Sham

Prox 41,563 5.134 5.901 0.737

(0.650) (0.747) (0.112)

Dist 37,144 5.029 5.780 0.733

(0.630) (0.724) (0.125)

Comb 78,707 5.088 5.849 0.735

(0.643) (.739) (0.118)

OVX

Prox 98,565 6.235 7.166 0.718

(0.906) (1.042) (0.146)

Dist 75,758 6.239 7.171 0.708

(0.925) (1.062) (0.155)

Comb 174,323 6.237 7.169 0.714

(0.914) (1.051) (0.150)

OVX+Zol

Prox 44,208 5.473 6.291 0.737

(0.761) (0.875) (0.107)

Dist 21,982 5.466 6.283 0.768

(0.769) (0.884) (0.125)

Comb 66,191 5.471 6.282 0.747

(0.764) (0.878) (0.114)

stems from the large values of n. There were no practical or statistically significant
differences between proximal and distal locations under OVX or OVX+Zol regimes.
The patterns seen in resorption volumes were mimicked by surface areas of individual
remodelling events (Table 3).

All differences in formation fraction between proximal and distal locations were
small as were differences between regimes (Table 3). Differences were statistically
significant (p < 0.0001) in all cases, but they were small compared to standard
deviations and are probably of no practical significance.

Activation frequency was computed as

Ac. f = NE

A × �t
, (7)

where NE is the number of simulated remodelling events needed to match the bone
loss observed in the data over the time interval�t and A is the surface area of the bone
within the data sub-block under consideration. Combined proximal and distal pairs
within regimes showed a nearly three fold increase in activation frequency between
Sham and OVX regimes (Table 4). The values returned to just below the Sham level
after treatment. All these are strongly significant (p < 0.0001) and are in general
agreement with the literature Han et al. (1997).
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Table 4 Mean and SD of
activation frequencies
(events/year)

Sham OVX OVX+Zol
Prox Dist Prox Dist Prox Dist

Mean 2.867 2.761 8.840 7.473 2.087 1.066

SD 0.859 0.934 2.788 1.011 0.420 0.207

n 20 16 23 21 18 12

Prox., Dist and n are as in Table 3

There was no difference in activation frequencies between proximal and distal loca-
tions under Sham regime (p = 0.7256), there was a moderately significant difference
between proximal and distal locations under the OVX (p = 0.0398) regime, and a
strongly significant difference between proximal and distal pairs under the OVX+Zol
regime (p < 0.0001) (Table 4). These results suggest a trend in decreasing activation
frequency as a function of distance from the growth plate which is amplified under the
OVX regime and under the OVX+Zol regime. However, this interpretation is tenuous
since the trend could be due to overall decrease in bone density (and surface area) in
trabecular bone as a function of distance from the growth plate. Activation frequency
reflects the number of remodelling events per unit surface and unit time. Thus an
estimate of local surface area is required. Choices regarding the extent of the local
structure for estimating this surface area could influence the results dramatically. Here
the total surface area of bone within the sub-block was used.

For every regime and location group, the resorption cavity depth was found to be
CD = 87.0µm, the side length of a single voxel in the μCT reconstruction. Thus the
resolution of the scans was not adequate to resolve small changes in resorption cavity
depth and sufficed only to discount two-fold differences or larger between groups.

4 Discussion

The excellent fits between the solutions to the PDE and the observed bone density data
(Fig. 4) demonstrate that the main spatio-temporal patterns of bone density observed
in the data (Fig. 2) may be explained for all three experimental groups by the simple
model proposed in Eqs. (2)–(4). Neither growth nor remodelling are able to explain
the data on their own. If the density of new bone emerging from the growth plate alone
could explain all the patterns in (Fig. 2), then good fits would have been found by
varying D1 and D2 only and keeping S fixed. Instead good fits could only be found by
setting different values of S (denoted S1, S2 and S3), for the three treatment groups.
Previous work Fazzalari et al. (2012) showed that remodelling alone could not explain
these patterns. Accordingly, the PDE in Eqs. (2)–(4) represents a minimal explanatory
model for capturing the patterns of bone density in Fig. 2. Thus objective 2 stated
in Sect. 1.4 and refined at the end of Sect. 2.1 has answered in the affirmative: The
PDE model in (2), (3), (4) is able to predict spatial and temporal patterns of bone
density over in three experimental conditions and the simulation model shows that
these patterns are achievable with a realistic model for remodelling. This confirms
that growth and remodelling suffice to explain the observed patterns of bone density.
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Fig. 4 Plots of bone density data and model fits. Plots of bone density are shown for one rat from each of the
three experimental groups at the five time points. Each column corresponds to a single rat chosen from the
indicated experimental group and each row corresponds to a time point. In each panel, the horizontal axis
is the distance x (mm) from the growth plate and the plots represent bone densities as a function of distance
from the growth plate for the region within the data block as depicted in (Fig. 1), i.e. for x ∈ [1.2, 4.68].
Thus each panel shows the spatial trend of bone density at a fixed time. The blue ragged plots show the
true bone density data, T (x, t�) and the red smooth plot shows the density predicted by the model, B(x, t�)
at the time point t∗ in days given on the right. In addition, the gray plots show true densities plots from
previous time points to clarify the trends over time

Previous investigations reporting remodelling characteristics requiredmanual iden-
tification and delineation of resorption events (Tkachenko et al. 2009). This process
easily leads to bias in selecting sites and sizes of resorbed sites (Vanderoost and
van Lenthe 2014). In these previous studies, the surfaces prior to resorption were not
known and so had to be estimated, for example using splines (Goff et al. 2012;Matheny
et al. 2013), potentially leading to substantial errors in values for resorption volumes
and surface areas (Fig. 5). The process of identifying and measuring resorption cav-
ities and formation in those studies was labour intensive and so statistics regarding
remodelling characteristics were based on a few dozen events, or less, per group. The
method presented here reports statistics based on tens of thousands of events per group.
Resorption cavity volumes and surface areas are measured rather than estimated. Sim-
ilarly, activation frequencies are based on the actual number of remodelling events
and surface areas rather than extrapolations. But there is a tradeoff. A valid criticism
of the method presented here is that these measurements, though precise, are made
on simulated rather than actual remodelling events. The two main sources of poten-
tial error are that the models for resorption and formation do not incorporate the full
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Fig. 5 a Cross section of hypothetical bone. The large peak could be the cross section of a plate- or rod-like
structure. b The same cross section after resorbing cells within distance h of the surface of the bone. The
vertical structure is removed since it is thin compared to h. The solid line shows a boundary which might
be assumed or estimated (using splines for example) if the resorption cavity is observed without knowledge
of the structure prior to remodelling (which is always the case). The dashed line shows the unknown true
original structure. The estimate of volume lost due to resorption based on the solid line underestimates the
true resorption volume

biological complexity of remodelling and that the criteria for adopting values for the
remodelling parameters RV , CD and FF based on matching bone structure may not
capture the full scope of relevant structure attributes. Although no thorough study has
yet been conducted, some preliminary runs were made during the development of this
study with mild variations of the algorithms for resorption and formation (results not
shown). These explorations indicated that the main patterns in remodelling character-
istics reported in Tables 3 and 4 are robust against perturbations of the remodelling
model. Previous work demonstrated that the structure attributes used here were suc-
cessful in automatically classifying trabecular bone into Sham, OVX, and OVX+Zol
groups (Gontar et al. 2018; Asiri et al. 2020) and so seem to capture key variation in
structure between the groups.

In order to run the remodelling simulations, the data sub-blocks for each rat had to be
tracked over time. One natural approach is to track trabecular structure directly. Boyd
et al. (2006) proposed such a tracking method in 2026 but required the use of manually
determined landmarks. Kemp et al. (2020) proposed direct tracking with exhaustive
search using cross correlation as the cost function in 2020 and, in 2023, Ning et al.
(2022) proposed direct rigid body registration as an initial step followed by gradient
descent with mutual information as a cost function for final registration. The first
approach by Boyd et al. was dismissed because of the need for manual intervention to
set landmarks.A thorough studywas conducted to implement the other two approaches
(results not shown) but sub-blocks could not be tracked consistently in this manner,
probably because the trabecular structure changed too much between time points in
some rats to find reliable matches. Without direct tracking, matching sub-blocks at
successive time points required information from the PDE model for bone density.
In particular the shifts ω j at time points t j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were needed to align
the data blocks for an individual rat at the five time points. In addition, either v, the
rate at which bone moves away from the growth plate, or the change in bone density
expected between time points was needed to determine the location of a data sub-block
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at various time points. Both are available from the solution to the PDE model. Thus
the model for simulating remodelling depended on the solutions to the PDE model.

Although the PDEmodel may be run on its ownwithout input from the remodelling
simulation model, the interpretation would not be satisfactory. The PDE model on its
own does reproduce the bone density patterns seen in Fig. 2 but does not guarantee
that these fits are achieved with realistic models for remodelling. For example, there
is no way to know if the fits require unrealistic resorption cavity sizes or unrealistic
numbers of events. The remodelling parameter S does not provide this information.
To conclude that realistic remodelling suffices, the simulation model is required. In
this sense, the models depend on each other.

In principle, the parameter S could provide a further link between the PDE and
simulation models. However, S represent an average bone loss per unit time while the
measured remodelling parametersRV andFF denote values for individual remodelling
events. Hence the link is not of practical value.

The data and the modelling demonstrate that bone density varies greatly as a func-
tion of distance from the growth plate. This means that studies reporting a single value
of bone density sampled within a band of the trabecular region may not reflect the full
picture of bone density.
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Appendix A: PDE Solutions

The PDE in (2), (3) with boundary condition (4) admits a closed form solution which
may be found via the method of characteristics.

B(x, t) = D
(
t − x

v

)
e−Px M1(x, t)M2(x, t)

M1(0, t)M2(0, t)
,

where

Mi (x, t) =
[
2 cosh

(
λi

(
t − x

v
− Ji

))]Qi /λi
, i = 1, 2

and

P = S1 + S3
2v

,Q1 = S2 − S1
2

, Q2 = S3 − S2
2

.

For OVX rats, S3 = S2 (no treatment) and so Q2 = 0 and hence M2 = 1. For Sham
rats, S3 = S2 = S1 and so M1 = M2 = 1. In this case P = S1/v.

Appendix B: PDEmodel parameters

See Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Table 5 Optimal parameter values found for the nine OVX+Zol rats

Rat Id 2 5 7 13 19 21 24 25 30

D1 .475 .575 .500 .600 .400 .550 .650 .475 .625

D2 .95 .90 .95 .85 .85 .80 .95 .90 .95

η . 04 .10 .03 .04 .06 .03 .08 .04 .02

v .032 .024 .020 .028 .028 .015 .028 .020 .028

λ1 1.6 3.2 2.2 2.8 2.4 1.8 2.8 2.8 1.6

λ2 .20 .05 .03 .05 .20 .04 0.2 .20 .20

J1 1 1.5 2 1.5 1 1.5 1.5 0 1

J2 15 16 16 16 14 15.5 16 15 14

S1 .0085 .0030 .0030 .0050 .0070 .0050 .0050 .0075 .0070

S2 .0200 .0160 .0100 .0300 .0200 .0120 .0400 .0200 .0200

S3 .0010 .0040 .0020 .0070 .0030 .0050 .0030 .0050 .0010

w0 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2

w14 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2

w28 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.0

w56 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.4

w84 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.0

Err .0901 .1170 .0995 .1176 .0810 .1494 .1114 .1047 .1319

Parameter wt denotes the shift (mm) for the data at time t (in days). All other parameters were optimised
over all time points simultaneously but separately for each rat. Units: D1 and D2 dimensionless, λ1, λ2, η,
S1, S2 and S3 in days−1, J1 and J2 in days
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Table 6 Optimal parameter values found for the seven OVX rats

Rat Id 8 10 12 15 27 28 29

D1 .600 .450 .600 .600 .600 .600 .600

v .017 .035 .035 .017 .035 .035 .023

λ1 0.4 3.6 3.6 3.2 2.8 0.4 1.6

J1 2.0 0 0 0.5 1.0 2.0 2.0

S1 .005 .009 .005 .003 .009 .005 .006

S2 .030 .025 .030 .045 .040 .025 .035

w0 −0.2 0.4 0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.2

w14 0 0 0 −0.2 −0.1 0.1 −0.1

w28 0.1 −0.3 −0.1 −0.3 −0.2 −0.1 −0.2

w56 −0.3 0.2 0 −0.3 0.2 −0.1 −0.3

w84 −0.3 0.2 −0.2 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3

Err .0103 .1042 .1436 .1262 .1474 .1251 .1203

The units are as in Table 5

Table 7 Optimal parameter values found for the seven Sham rats. The units are as in Table 5

Rat Id 1 4 6 9 11 14 17 22 23 26

D1 .600 .500 .600 .600 .600 .550 .550 .600 .550 .500

v .032 .023 .032 .035 .029 .023 .020 .029 .020 .029

S1 .003 .006 .007 .008 .006 .005 .005 .007 .004 .008

w0 −0.3 −0.3 −0.3 −0.2 0 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.9

w14 0.8 0.2 −0.3 0.3 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.3

w28 1.1 0.4 0.4 −0.3 1.0 1.3 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.9

w56 0.7 1.1 0.2 0.5 1.3 1.3 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.9

w84 0.8 0.7 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.1 −0.1 1.1 0.4 0.2

Err .1157 .0824 .0776 .0962 .1063 .0915 .0828 .0923 .0847 .1058

Table 8 Pooled values for S1,
S2 and S3

S1 (n = 26) S2 (n = 16) S3 (n = 9)

0.0058 ± 0.0019 0.0261 ± 0.0103 0.0034 ± 0.0020

Values are grouped according to treatment regime rather than experi-
mental group. S1 applies to all 26 rats prior to ovariectomy and to Sham
rats at all times. S2 applies to rats having undergone ovariectomy but
have not been treated with Zoledronic acid. This includes 16 rats: 7
OVX rats post ovariectomy and 9 OVX-Zol rats post ovariectomy but
prior to treatment. S3 only applies to the 9 OVX+Zol after treatment
commenced. Values are mean ± SD
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